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Ebbsfleet Public Realm
Landscape Character Overview
Use this landscape character overview to guide
the characterisation of your public realm design
concept.
This analysis of Ebbsfleet’s distinctive landscapes
identifies four unifying landscape themes; Water,
Chalk, Agriculture, and Industry. These themes
should be used to inspire a distinctive and
characterful landscape design in all future public
realm future projects.
INTRODUCTION
LANDSCAPE CHARACTER MAPPING
LANDSCAPE NARRATIVES
LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AREAS

Ebbsfleet’s iconic landscapes provide a rich source of inspiration
for developing dinstinctive and characterful public realm
This best-practice guidance document has been developed to define
the preferred approach for designing and delivering the public realm
in a 21st Century Garden City.
This chapter summarises the high level landscape
character assessment carried out as part of
the development of the public realm strategy.
This assessment builds on previous landscape
character assessments carried out as part of the
Ebbsfleet Implementation Framework and further
defines the key characteristics and themes that
create Ebbsfleet’s distinctive sense of place
today.
The study identifies four unifying narratives
water,
chalk,
agriculture, and
industry.

and outlines the variations of each narrative
within the landscape character areas.
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This chapter has been used to inform the
development of the evaluation framework
indicator 3: Identity & Sense of Place (chapter
3), and the development of the detailed design
guidance within the hard materials strategy
(chapter 5) and planting strategy (chapter 6).

Integrated design
This chapter summarises the high level landscape
character assessment carried out as part of the
development of the public realm strategy. This
assessment builds on previous landscape character
assessments carried out as part of the Ebbsfleet
Implementation Framework and further defines the
key characteristics and themes that create Ebbsfleet’s
distinctive sense of place today.
The study identifies four unifying narratives ;
water,
chalk,
agriculture, and
industry.

and outlines the variations of each narrative within
the landscape character areas.
This chapter has been used to inform the
development of the evaluation framework
indicator 3: Identity & Sense of Place (chapter
3), and the development of the detailed design
guidance within the hard materials strategy
(chapter 5) and planting strategy (chapter 6).
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Developing the design narrative
The following pages were developed to form
the foundation for the ensuing design guidance
within this document and has been carried out
on a high level. The study builds on previous
landscape analysis and utilised a tried and tested
approach that has been previously used to
develop narratives to inspire the public realm and
landscape of Eastern Quarry and Ebbsfleet Valley.
The study was carried out using the following six
steps:
Step 1: The existing landscape character studies
and landscape analysis carried out as a part of
the Ebbsfleet Implementation Framework were
reviewed.
Step 2: The available historic landscape
information, historic maps, and national character
areas were reviewed to uncover evidence of the
historic landscape features.

Step 3: Multiple site visits were performed to
catalogue and record the experiential qualities of
the landscape character areas through notes and
photographs.
Step 4: The existing landscape features were
mapped and analysed to define the key themes
and characteristics within the existing landscape.
Step 5: From the analysis a high level series of
narratives for the design of the public realm was
developed to communicate the four unifying
themes across Ebbsfleet Garden City.
Step 6: A list of overarching, high level design
principles were developed for each of the four
defined landscape character areas. These
design principles built upon both the site specific
variations and the four unifying narratives
that were revealed in the landscape analysis
undertaken in steps 1 through 4.

Overview of landscape
character areas

Using the assessment in your
process

Ebbsfleet Garden City is taking shape in a network
of chalk quarries dug out of former fertile
farmland on the banks
of the River Thames. The landscape is a vivid
record of the interactions between natural forces
and the people who have lived and worked here
over the long history of human settlement. This
unique post agricultural and post-industrial
landscape provides a dramatic setting for the
new Garden City, and should be used to form
the inspiration for an equally distinctive public
realm that meets the ambitions laid out within this
document.

The content of this chapter should form critical
background information for the site appraisal in step
1 of the design process (chapter 1) as well as the
development of the design narratives and principles in
step 2 of the design process (chapter 1). Additionally,
the 4 unifying narratives and their distinct variations
form the basis for the hard landscape strategy
(chapter 5) and the planting strategy (chapter 6)
contained within this document. Each public realm
design proposal should, therefore, be developed to
reference the outlined hard materials and planting
strategies in step 3 of the design process (chapter 1).

The four landscape character areas in Ebbsfleet
Garden City are:
Chalk Quarries,
Ebbsfleet Valley,
Swanscombe Marshes, and
Northfleet Riverside.

These four character areas are identified in a map on
page 32 and the characteristics of each character area
are described on pages 33 - 37.

Any variations from the narratives and design
principles outlined in this chapter should be justified
by further developing the landscape character
assessment and establishing a unique design narrative
grown from the specific sense of place of the site
under consideration. The development of the public
realm’s design narrative is critical as this chapter will
be used as a tool to evaluate if public realm proposals
meet the vision laid out in the evaluation framework
(chapter 3) - specifically the evaluation checklist of
Indicator 3: Identity and Sense of Place.

The four unifying narratives are identified on pages 28
- 31. These are present across Ebbsfleet Garden City,
and have been analysed across the four landscape
character areas, and the distinctive variations
outlined. For example, the unifying narrative of
water is defined by lakes within the Chalk Quarries,
the Ebbsfleet River within Ebbsfleet Valley, the River
Thames embankments of Northfleet Riverside, and the
mudflats and salt marshes of Swanscombe Marshes.
29
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Landscape character MAPPING
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Ebbsfleet Garden City is located within two distinct
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zones: the Greater Thames Estuary
alluvial
80 Kent Plains chalk. Over time the land
clay and the North
has been formed by water (e.g. process of erosion and
80
deposition) and human interaction (e.g. the chalk quarries).
In a number of places, the chalk bedrock has been exposed
90
and forms a distinctive characteristic of the existing
landscape. Additionally, the soil properties and underlying
geology are known to effect the infiltration levels of
surface water and will have an impact on sustainable urban
drainage
0 systems (SuDS).
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Topography

Ebbsfleet Garden City’s topography is characterised by the
20

Ebbsfleet River Valley, the low lying areas along the Thames
River bank, and the area’s history of quarry activities. These
distinctive topographic features have shaped the Garden
0 hydrology and need to be studied in relationship to
30
2City’s
proposed sustainable
20 urban drainage systems and planting
40
strategies. Additionally the site’s topography provides
10
opportunities for distinctive viewing points (e.g. from the
former landfill in Ebbsfleet Central) and it will need to be
used to identify appropriate infrastructural connection
points across the Garden City.
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Landscape character MAPPING

National character areas

Greater Thames Estuary
Open views along the Greater Thames Estuary

Enclosed view within the North Kent Plains Quarries

Open views along the Greater Thames Estuary

Enclosed view within the North Kent Plains Quarries

Greater Thames Estuary

North Kent Plains

•

flat, low lying coastal landscape

•

undulating chalk above sea level

•

wide open views of Thames Estuary and sky

•

excavated by chalk quarrying

•

views of industry and shipping

•

now characterised by enclosed views with inward

•

feels remote, tranquil wilderness

North Kent Plains
This diagram is based on Natural England’s NCA profiles

National Character Areas
Ebbsfleet Garden City is located within two distinct national
landscape character areas: The Greater Thames Estuary and the
North Kent Plains. The Greater Thames Estuary is characterised
by a remote and tranquil landscape of shallow creeks, drowned
estuaries, low lying islands, mudflats and broad tracts of tidal
salt marsh. The North Kent Plains is located within the inland
areas and is generally characterised by productive agricultural
areas with high-quality, fertile loam soils. The fertile soils have
contributed to the site’s agricultural heritage of orchards, hops,
and water crest beds that have helped it to contribute to Kent’s
moniker as the ‘Garden of England.’
31

Greater Thames Estuary
North Kent Plains
Northern Thames Basin

focus on chalk cliffs and lakes
•

Ebbsfleet Garden City

mix of secluded and tranquil areas and busy
transport routes
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Landscape character MAPPING

Hydrology & water

1
2

River Thames

6

3

(1) The River Thames from Swanscombe

(2) View of Swanscombe Marshes toward the east

(3) Ebbsfleet River

(4) Blue Lake

Water is a strong and distinctive feature across Ebbsfleet
Garden City and takes a variety of forms in the landscape.
The most prominent water feature is the River Thames. The
River Thames connects the Garden City to the sea, the city
of London, and other prominent inland settlements. The
River Thames and its estuary is also a defining characteristic
of Swanscombe peninsula - due to its flat and low lying
landform, the river’s water fluctuation, and the open views
of the Thames.

hidden, it is the defining hydrological feature of Ebbsfleet
Valley and the development of Ebbsfleet Garden City will
dramatically impact the quality and amount of surface
water running into the river.

4

5

Water

Land

Mudflats

Ebbsfleet
Garden City

Marsh
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1.
2.
3.
4.

River Thames
Swanscombe Marshes
Ebbsfleet River
Blue Lake

5. Castle Hill Lake
6. Temporary water body

Other hydrological focal points include the lakes created by
quarrying and later restoration work. Blue Lake and Castle
Hill Lake are already major assets for Ebbsfleet Garden City,
and a planned third lake in Eastern Quarry will add further
to the recreational value of the landscape. Collectively,
Another key hydrological element in the Garden City is Ebbsfleet River and the inland lakes form a strong basis for
Ebbsfleet River. While the river currently remains largely connecting the Garden City’s public realm.
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Landscape character MAPPING

Landscape features

1
River Thames

7
(1) Mudflats along the River Thames

(2) Craylands Gorge

(3) Former Landfill in Ebbsfleet Central

(4) Exposed chalk cliffs adjacent to Castle Hill Lake

The natural landscape, hydrology, and industrial heritage
combine to create a series of distinctive landscape features
that should be used to establish a unique sense of place in
Ebbsfleet Garden City.

current and future residents. Additionally, the Northfleet
Harbour and Embankment create a recreational opportunity
and is recognised as a future riverside promenade in the
Ebbsfleet Implementation Framework.

A number of prominent landscape features are located
along the River Thames. The prominent features include the
mudflats (1) and marshes (7) on the Swanscombe Peninsula
and the former harbour (5) and the existing embankment
in Northfleet (6). The mudflats and marshes are valuable
ecological landscapes and their natural beauty and dynamic
relationship with water create recreational opportunities for

Additional inland landscape features include Craylands
Gorge (2), the former landfill in Ebbsfleet Central (3), and
the exposed chalk cliffs that run throughout the Garden
City (4). The former landfill provides a unique point of
outlook over the River Thames and Ebbsfleet Valley and
the exposed chalk cliffs provide an iconic backdrop for the
development of the Garden City.

5
2

3

6

4

Chalk cliffs

Marshes

Rivers & Lakes

Ebbsfleet
Garden City

Mudflats.
Landform - baseline document
Water bodies - aerial photos
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Mudflats and Salt Marshes
Craylands Gorge
Former Landfill in Ebbsfleet Central
Castle Hill Lake and Chalk Cliffs

5. Northfleet Harbour & Robins Creek
6. Northfleet Embankment
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Narrative: Garden of England
Objective: Ebbsfleet’s agricultural heritage and Kent’s history of productive landscapes is integrated into the public realm
to promote local food production and healthy living.

(1) Orchards and watercress beds in Swanscombe - 1910 OS map extract
A high level review of the area’s historic maps and literature A summary of potential ways to incorporate this theme
revealed a history of agriculture and productive landscapes. into the public realm is as follows:
The history included areas of orchards and watercress beds
in Swanscombe in the 1910 OS map (1). Additionally, - The integration of multi-functional productive
references to cobnut platts and the growing of hops were
landscapes into neighbourhood parks and city parks in
found in local tithe records. As the site of Ebbsfleet Garden
line with the Edible Ebbsfleet Initiative.
City was originally part of the productive multi-functional
agricultural landscape of “The Garden of England,” it is
- The planting of orchards of cherry and apple trees,
important to recognise this history in the design of the
interplanted with soft fruit in soft landscape areas. Size or
public realm.
shape of fruit trees can be specified to suit public realm.
E.g. Espaliered fruit could be used to form low boundaries
in soft landscape areas
34

(2) Orchards were formerly common in Ebbsfleet

(3) Hops were historically grown in Ebbsfleet

(4) Watercress beds were formerly cultivated in
Ebbsfleet

(5) Cobnut Platts were historically grown in Ebbsfleet

- Adapting the traditional hop gardens or hops trellis to fit
within the public realm
- The integration of rain gardens into the public realm to
build upon the site’s heritage of an innovative watercress
farm at Springhead

hedgerows, orchards and shelterbelts
- Visual reference to traditional orchards with ornamental
flowering trees in hard paved areas & streets.

- The planting of cobnut (hazel nut) platts or the planting
of multi-stem trees within the soft landscape.
- The use of the agricultural pattern of predominantly
rectangular shape and associated rhythm of sparse
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Narrative: Industrial heritage
Objective: Ebbsfleet’s industrial heritage and the surrounding industrial context inspires the design language, materials
palette, and colour schemes of the public realm in line with the defined landscape character areas.

(1) Existing industry building in Northfleet with distinctive forms and colours
 - The integration of locally inspired architectural language
During a review of the site’s history, a strong industrial
into the specified street furniture, shelters, or structures.
heritage in connection with the site’s quarries and location
along the River Thames was revealed. While large parts - The use of locally sourced concrete within paving and
public realm furniture.
of this heritage have already been removed, a number of
distinctive industrial features can be located within the
existing landscape and views across the River Thames - The bright, primary colours within the site furnishing
palette of the public realm.
toward Tilbury Docks have a strong industrial character.
A summary of potential ways to incorporate this theme
into the public realm is as follows:

35

(2) An overview of the River Thames at Ebbsfleet

(3) Tilbury Docks from Northfleet

(4) Existing building entrance in Northfleet

(4) Cement Truck and bollard in Ebbsfleet

- The retention of industrial artefacts or structures from
across the area’s long industrial history, including recent
history.
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Narrative: Chalk cliffs
Objective: Ebbsfleet’s chalk cliffs are enhanced and integrated into the public realm while inspiring the hard materials and
planting strategies of the Garden City.

(1) Chalk cliffs along Castle Hill Lake
The site’s history of chalk quarries is well documented and
the quarrying activity has resulted in a series of exposed
chalk cliffs in the existing landscape. The chalk cliffs vary
in their level of exposure and height, but the cliffs are
characterised by a consistent colour and texture.

- The shaping of views and the enhancement of the
existing chalk cliffs within the public realm.

A summary of potential ways to incorporate the existing
presence of chalk into the public realm is as follows:

- The use of distinctive forms that reference the horizontal
layers (texture) of the chalk cliffs for concrete walls, or
reflect the undulating layout

 - The use of quarried chalk or local by-products such as
flint within the material palette of the public realm.

36

(2) Chalk cliffs along Blue Lake

(3) Zoom in of chalk cliff texture

(4) Exposed chalk cliffs in Craylands Gorge

(5) Exposed chalk cliff in Northfleet Embankment East

- The use of chalky white concrete as a key design feature
within the material and paving palette

- The use of trees with white bark, such as birch trees, to
pick up on the white colour of the chalk cliffs.
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Narrative: Water
Objective: The ecology, visual amenity, and recreational quality of existing water bodies are enhanced and new, site specific sustainable urban drainage systems (SuDS) are integrated into the public realm to sensitively manage surface water

(1) Swanscombe Marshes
Water is a strong and distinctive feature across Ebbsfleet
Garden City and takes a variety of forms in the landscape.
The public realm should be designed to enhance the existing
qualities of water within the public realm and strengthen it
value as both a visual and recreational amenity.
A summary of potential ways to incorporate the existing
presence of water into the public realm are as follows:
- The existing hydrology of the site should be taken into
account during the siting and design of sustainable urban
drainage features.
37

- Care should be taken so that any increases in surface
water runoff from new development do not impact the
existing qualities of water features.
- Views of existing water bodies should be preserved and
enhanced to strengthen Ebbsfleet sense of place

(2) Castle Hill Lake

(3) Blue Lake

(4) Ebbsfleet River

(5) Mud flats and salt marshes in Swanscombe Peninsula

respected and utilised to enhance Ebbsfleet’s biodiversity
and ecological health.
- Plants should be selected in accordance with the

dynamic nature of the site’s water bodies and any planned
sustainable urban drainage features.

- Hidden water bodies such as the Ebbsfleet River and
Northfleet Harbour should be revealed and opened up
to become an integral part of the public realm.
- The dynamic nature of the site’s water bodies should be
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Landscape character areas in Ebbsfleet garden City
4 distinct landscape characters

1. Chalk quarries
2. Ebbsfleet valley
3. Northfleet riverside
4. Swanscombe marshes

Swanscombe
marshes

River Thames

Tilbury Docks

Northfleet riverside

Greenhithe

Swanscombe

Ebbsfleet
Valley
Central
Bluewater
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Chalk quarries

Gravesend
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Landscape character areas in Ebbsfleet garden City
Overview of the landscape character areas

1. Chalk quarries
Eastern Quarry
Croxton Gary
Craylands Lane

2. Ebbsfleet valley

Ebbsfleet Central
Ebbsfleet Green
Northfleet Embankment
areas south of chalk spine.

3. Northfleet riverside
Northfleet Embankment
West and East

• former agricultural land
• quarried for chalk, excavated below
surrounding ground levels
• focusing views internally on chalk cliffs and
blue lakes.

• former agricultural land defined by hidden
Ebbsfleet River
• areas quarried for chalk, creating cliffs and blue
lakes
• landfilling

• former agricultural land
• former industrial sites on terraces adjacent to
the Thames
• wide open views of the Thames Estuary
industrial areas
• backed by chalk cliffs

4. Swanscombe marshes
Swanscombe Peninsula

• former agricultural land, used for cement
industry
• flat low lying marshes fringed with mudflats
and salt marshes
• wide open views of Thames Estuary, sky,
industrial development, e.g. Tilbury docks.

39
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1. Chalk quarries

Character area applies to...
- Eastern Quarry
- Croxton Gary
- Craylands Lane

Chalk quarries

Design Guidance

- The shaping of views and the enhancement of the existing chalk cliffs and water bodies within the public realm to
strengthen the local sense of place (see chapter 3).
- The integration of sustainable urban drainage systems to

help mitigate the effect of new development on the local
hydrology of the quarries (see chapter 3).

Garden of England

Prior to the quarrying of chalk, the historic maps show the chalk quarries included areas
of orchards and arable land. Local tithe records include cobnut platts and hops gardens.
Collectively, this heritage as part of the Kent Garden of England should be recognised in
the design of the public realm.

Industrial Heritage

The industrial heritage of the chalk quarries is linked to the existing landscape through the
presence of chalk cliffs in Eastern Quarry, Croxton Gary and Craylands Lane. This heritage
functions to internally focus views on the chalk cliffs and blue lakes and forms the inspiration for the use of white, chalky concrete within this character area.

- The use of quarried chalks, chalky white concrete or local
by-products such as flint within the material palette of the
public realm (see chapter 5)
- The integration of multi-functional productive landscapes into neighbourhood parks and city parks in line
with Kent’s role as the Garden of England (see chapter 6).
- The planting of orchards or the visual reference to orchards through the planting of ornamental flowering trees
in hard paved areas & streets (see chapter 6)
- The planting of cobnut (hazel nut) platts or the planting of
multi-stem trees within the soft landscape (see chapter 6)
- The use of the agricultural pattern of predominantly rectangular shape and associated rhythm of sparse hedgerows, orchards and shelterbelts (see chapter 6)

Chalk Cliffs

Within this landscape character area chalk cliffs are clearly visible and will undoubtedly
form distinctive landscape features given the inward focus of views. The bright white
colour and texture of the chalk cliffs form inspiration for the areas hard materials and
planting palettes in chapters 5 and 6.
40

Water

The removal of chalk has resulted in the creation of lakes in Eastern Quarry. The recently
implemented Castle Hill Lake is a distinctive recreational amenity characterised by blue
water, a fringe of reed beds and a backdrop of chalk cliffs. Additional consideration should
be given to the quarrying activity impact on each sites hydrology and drainage.

- The use of trees with white bark, such as birch trees, to pick
up on the white colour of the chalk cliffs (see chapter 6).
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2. Ebbsfleet Valley
Character area applies to...
- Ebbsfleet Central
- Ebbsfleet Green
- Northfleet Embankment areas
south of chalk spine.

Ebbsfleet
Valley

Recomended Design Guidance

- The shaping of views and the enhancement of the existing chalk cliffs and water bodies within the public realm
to strengthen the local sense of place (see chapter 3)
- Hidden water bodies such as the Ebbsfleet River and
Northfleet Harbour should be revealed and opened up to
become an integral part of the public realm (see chapter 3).
- The

Garden of England

Ebbsfleet Valley is a part of the Northern Kent Plains national character area and was
formerly had orchards, soft fruit and arable. An innovative form of agriculture within the
Ebbsfleet Valley was the watercress beds located along the Ebbsfleet River in the early
1900s. This heritage provides a starting point for developing the Garden of England
theme.

Industrial Heritage

The industrial heritage of the chalk quarrying is readily visible in the Ebbsfleet Valley
through the exposed chalk cliffs surrounding Blue Lake and the chalk spines along the
southern edge of Northfleet. This heritage forms the inspiration for the use of white, chalky
concrete within this character area.

integration of sustainable urban drainage systems
to help mitigate the effect of new development on the
Ebbsfleet River and Blue Lake (see chapter 3).
- The use of quarried chalks, chalky white concrete or local by-products such as flint within the material palette
of the public realm (see chapter 5)
- The integration of multi-functional productive landscapes into neighbourhood parks and city parks in line
with Kent’s role as the Garden of England (see chapter 6).
- The planting of orchards or the visual reference to orchards through the planting of ornamental flowering
trees in hard paved areas & streets (see chapter 6)
- The use of the agricultural pattern of predominantly
rectangular shape and associated rhythm.

Chalk Cliffs

Blue Lake is surrounded by chalk cliffs that create a striking feature, and can be seen from
the former landfill site, Ebbsfleet Green, and Thames Way. Chalk cliffs along the southern edge of Northfleet are also notable. Collectively, the chalk cliffs provide a valuable
asset that should be developed into a focal point for the public realm in Ebbsfleet Valley.
41

Water

Ebbsfleet Valley has been shaped over time by the Ebbsfleet River. The Ebbsfleet River
should be enhanced and further revealed through the design of the public realm and aided
by new sustainable urban drainage systems. Additionally, Blue Lake forms a distinctive
landscape feature that combines the chalk cliffs of the quarry landscapes and a large body
of open water.
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3. Northfleet Riverside

Character Area applies to...
- Northfleet Embankment West 
- Northfleet Embankment East

Northfleet riverside

Design Guidance

- The enhancement of open views and the public realm
along the River Thames to strengthen the local sense of
place (see chapter 3)
- The

integration of sustainable urban drainage systems
to help mitigate the effect of new development on the
River Thames (see chapter 3).

Garden of England

Industrial Heritage

The Northfleet Riverside includes visible industrial artefacts ranging from functioning indusThe in land areas of Northfleet share a heritage as part of the Kent Garden of England prior
trial buildings to a variety of site furnishings. Functioning industry is also visibly present in
to their industrial development. This heritage can be incorporated through the inclusion of
the open views of the River Thames. This visible industry is characterised by a strong colour
growing spaces within local parks such as the growing of hops on trellis.
palette of primary colours that has formed the basis for this character area’s material palette.

- The use of quarried chalks, chalky white concrete or local by-products such as flint within the material palette
of the public realm (see chapter 5)
- The use of locally inspired design language for the specified street furniture, shelters, or structures (see chapter 5).
- The use of bright, primary colours within the site furnishing palette of the public realm. (see chapter 5)
- The integration of multi-functional productive landscapes into neighbourhood parks and city parks in line
with Kent’s role as the Garden of England (see chapter 6).
- Adapting the traditional hop gardens or hops trellis to
fit within the public realm (see chapter 6)

Chalk

The Northfleet Riverside is framed by a backdrop of chalk cliffs. The bright white colour
and texture of the chalk cliffs form inspiration for the character areas hard material and
planting strategies that are further outlined in chapters 5 and 6.
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Water

The Northfleet Riverside is strongly characterised by its relationship to the River Thames
and the amenity value offered by its open views. The areas existing relationship to the River
Thames is a concrete embankment with an orthogonal geometry derived from its functional
roots in the local industry. This relationship has also informed the planting strategy.

- The planting of orchards or the visual reference to orchards through the planting of ornamental flowering
trees in hard paved areas & streets (see chapter 6)
- The use of the agricultural pattern of predominantly
rectangular shape and associated rhythm.
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4. Swanscombe Marshes

Character Area Applies to...
- Swanscombe Peninsula

Swanscombe
marshes

Design Guidance

- The enhancement of open views and the public realm
along the River Thames and low lying marshes to
strengthen the local sense of place (see chapter 3)
- The protection and enhancement of the existing mudflats, salt marshes and wetlands within the landscape
character area (see chapter 3).

Garden of England

Swanscombe is not a part of the North Kent Plains and doesn’t have a strong relationship
with the Garden of England. However, its marshes are an important productive landscape
that can be connected to the heritage of hard working landscapes in Ebbsfleet. This heritage and ecosystem should be respected through the design of the public realm.

Industrial Heritage

The industrial heritage of Swanscombe Peninsula is related to its former use as a part of
the cement industry. Today, the industrial heritage and context is most easily visible in the
skyline as the low lying marsh offers open views of wind turbines, Tilbury Docks, and other
industrial landmarks.

- The integration of sustainable urban drainage systems
to help mitigate the effect of new development on the
River Thames and adjacent wetlands (see chapter 3).

- The use of quarried chalks, chalky white concrete or local by-products such as flint within the material palette
of the public realm (see chapter 5)
- The integration of multi-functional productive landscapes into neighbourhood parks and city parks in line
with local ecology of the site (see chapter 6).
- The use of soft edges and flexible plant communities
to accommodate the ebbs and flows of water within the
landscape character area (see chapter 6).

Chalk

Chalk manifests itself on the Swanscombe peninsula through the visible chalk spine running underneath London Road. Remains of chalk filled timber sea defences can be seen
along the River Thames. The presence of chalk has provided inspiration for the hard material and planting strategies that are outlined in chapters 5 and 6.
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Water

Swanscombe peninsula has a strong relationship with the River Thames and key features of the
landscape include mudflats and salt marshes. These landscapes are defined by their soft edges
and flexible plant communities that accommodate the daily ebb and flow of the tide. This
area’s relationship to the River Thames has informed the planting strategy in chapter 6.
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Landscape Character Overview
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